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Event type
Inv
(+) Injury description Age Sex

Tenure
(months)

Injury
mo/yr County Occupation NAICS

Caught in or
compressed by

+ Farmworker was caught in the rollers of a drip-line puller 32 M NA 09/2019 Malheur Farmworker 111219

Pedestrian accident + Farmworker was struck by a tractor while he was attempting to start it 55 M 336 10/2019 Klamath Farmworker 111998

Caught in or
compressed by

+ Farmworker got caught in the conveyor belt of an onion harvester 42 M NA 10/2019 Malheur Farmworker 111219

Aircraft accident Helicopter pilot crashed in steep terrain due to unknown circumstances 44 M NA 03/2019 Out-of-state Helicopter pilot 113310

Struck by or against
object

+ Logging-rigging slinger was struck in the head by a broken log 33 M 3 04/2019 Polk Logging-rigging slinger 113310

Non-roadway accident + Logging-skidder operator was working on a slope that caused the skidder to overturn 89 M NA 10/2019 Jackson Logging-skidder operator 113310

Struck by or against
object

+ Logging-tree faller was cutting a maple tree when part of the tree broke off and struck
the worker

71 M 45 10/2019 Coos Logging-tree faller 113310

Caught in or
compressed by

Crane rigger was struck by a 10-ton crane counterweight 41 M NA 02/2019 Out-of-state Crane rigger 238290

Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Construction worker was working on a roof when he stepped onto and through a
skylight

27 M 20 03/2019 Marion Construction worker 236115

Harmful exposure + Painter was using a pressure washer inside a garage with the door closed and inhaled
carbon monoxide

42 M 144 06/2019 Multnomah Painter 238320

Pedestrian accident + Construction flagger struck by an oncoming automobile 45 M 189 06/2019 Klamath Construction flagger 238990

Contact with electric
current

+ Lighting technician came into contact with an energized light fixture 28 M NA 09/2018 Washington Lighting technician 238210

Fall or jump to lower
level

Carpenter slipped and fell down an elevator shaft from the second floor 39 M 3 09/2019 Out-of-state Carpenter 236115

Fall on same level + Construction worker fell forward across a trench, striking head 72 M NA 10/2018 Lane Construction worker 238910

Pedestrian accident + Construction worker was crushed between a backhoe and a dump truck 47 M 55 12/2019 Benton Construction worker 237310

Aircraft accident Helicopter pilot was in an aircraft that crashed in a forested area 69 M NA 01/2019 Jackson Helicopter pilot 336412

Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Laborer fell about five feet from scaffolding to a concrete floor 63 F NA 05/2019 Clatsop Laborer 311712

Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Machine oiler fell one story to the basement when the steel plate he was standing on
gave way

53 M 103 06/2019 Klamath Machine oiler 321113
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Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Construction worker was in an aerial-boom lift removing ropes from a tree on a slope
when the lift overturned

27 M 26 08/2019 Clackamas Construction worker 314999

Roadway accident + Semitruck driver's truck was struck by a second semitruck that lost control on an icy
highway

52 M 263 01/2019 Yamhill Semitruck driver 424910

Roadway accident + Semitruck driver crashed into an embankment, and the truck caught on fire 50 M NA 09/2018 Wasco Semitruck driver 424490

Homicide + Dairy-ranch worker was shot by co-worker while driving a tractor 35 M 136 11/2018 Umatilla Dairy-ranch worker 424520

Struck, caught, or
crushed in

Construction laborer was installing irrigation pipes when the trench collapsed around
him

51 M 98 04/2019 Out-of-state Construction laborer 454390

Struck by or against
object

+ Carpenter was caught under a mobile home that had slipped from its stanchions 37 M 3 07/2019 Lincoln Carpenter 453930

Roadway accident Automobile-title-delivery driver's vehicle left the highway and struck a rock and a tree 62 M 81 11/2018 Deschutes Automobile-title-delivery
driver

441120

Roadway accident + Log-truck driver lost control of his truck and struck a tree 55 M NA 03/2019 Douglas Log-truck driver 484121

Roadway accident + Delivery driver's truck ran off roadway, struck a utility pole, and overturned 29 M NA 04/2019 Polk Delivery driver 484220

Struck by or against
object

+ Log-truck driver was struck by his own rolling truck 63 M 86 05/2019 Douglas Log-truck driver 484220

Pedestrian accident Semitruck driver was making repairs to his truck when the truck began to roll, striking
the driver

64 M 84 07/2019 Out-of-state Semitruck driver 484220

Roadway accident Semitruck driver's truck was knocked over by a powerful gust of wind 69 M 123 09/2019 Out-of-state Semitruck driver 484121

Roadway accident + Security-system inspector lost control on an icy road and veered into an oncoming
pickup truck

34 M 9 01/2018 Deschutes Security-system inspector 561621

Roadway accident + Security-system inspector was the passenger of vehicle that lost control on icy
highway and hit oncoming pickup truck

47 M 13 01/2018 Deschutes Security-system inspector 561621

Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Laborer fell from a moveable four-step ladder stand onto the concrete floor 27 M <1 04/2019 Washington Laborer 561320

Roadway accident + Delivery driver lost control of his flat-bed truck after failing to negotiate a curve 25 M 8 12/2017 Benton Delivery driver 562991

Roadway accident + Refuse-truck driver's truck failed to negotiate a curve in the highway, causing it to flip
and hit a tree

51 M 14 12/2018 Douglas Refuse-truck driver 562111

Struck by or against
object

+ Transport driver was knocked down and run over by a rolling vehicle 69 F 338 01/2019 Jackson Transport driver 623312
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Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Ski-patrol worker fell head first into a tree well 23 M 3 02/2019 Jackson Ski-patrol worker 713920

Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Maintenance supervisor fell while descending stairs 71 F 168 04/2019 Lane Maintenance supervisor 721110

Roadway accident + Program manager's automobile was struck head on by another vehicle 52 F 333 02/2019 Umatilla Program manager 624110

Roadway accident + Road-maintenance worker was operating a skidder when it went off the road and down
a hill

59 M 220 08/2019 Benton Road-maintenance worker 921140

Fall or jump to lower
level

+ Maintenance worker was on a scissor lift painting when the lift tipped over 47 M 49 08/2019 Multnomah Maintenance worker 611110

Compensable fatalities are claims accepted by insurers arising from a fatal occupational injury or disease that entitle workers or their survivors to compensation. Data exclude deaths of exempt workers, such as
workers who were self-employed, worked in Oregon for out-of-state employers, city of Portland police and fire employees, or federal employees. For more information about employer coverage requirements,
contact the Employer Compliance Program at wcd.employerinfo@state.or.us or call 888-877-5670 (toll-free).

Claims characteristics are listed according to the Occupational Injury and Illness Classification System (OICS Version 2.01).

Data are based on the date the Department of Consumer and Business Services received notification the fata claim was accepted, which may differ from the date of injury or illness, or date of death.

Industries are grouped and classified according to the North American Industry Classifcation System (NAICS), 2007edition. Employees of client leasing firms are reported in the industry in which they were
working at the time of injury.

Inv = Investigation. A plus sign (+) indicates Oregon OSHA investigated the fatality. Oregon OSHA investigates certain fatalities within its jurisdiction to determine if the incident might have been prevented by
complying with safety and health standards. Contact Oregon OSHA at 503-378-3272 for more information.

Tenure is the number of months an employee had worked for the employer at the time of the fatal injury or diagnosis of fatal illness. N/A = tenure was not reported. A value of <1 indicates less than one month on
the job.

Central Services Division, Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services, July 2020 (CCRA063/2068t)


